The ratio of branching fractions
Introduction
The B + c meson, the lightestbc bound state, can only decay weakly. Since it contains only heavy quarks, its decays can be analysed using various theoretical approaches, including QCD-based methods [1] [2] [3] and QCD-inspired phenomenological models [4, 5] . A measurement of the weak decay properties of B The decay B + c → J/ψ K + was first observed by the LHCb collaboration, which reported a measurement of R K/π = 0.069 ± 0.019 ± 0.005 [16] . The uncertainty on this value is too large to discriminate between the predictions quoted above. The pp data sample used in Ref. [16] , taken at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1 fb −1 , is now reanalysed in this paper together with an additional sample taken at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2 fb −1 . Owing to improvements in the analysis method as well as the increase in the data sample size, the statistical uncertainty is reduced by a factor of more than two. The systematic uncertainty is also reduced.
Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [17, 18] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a siliconstrip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of charged particle momentum, p, with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter, is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/p T ) µm, where p T (in GeV/c) is the component of the momentum transverse to the beam direction. Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.
The trigger comprises a hardware stage and a software stage. The hardware trigger employed in this analysis uses information from the muon system to select single muons or muon pairs, applying p T requirements. The subsequent software trigger is composed of two stages, the first of which performs a partial reconstruction and requires either a pair of well-reconstructed, oppositely charged muons having an invariant mass above 2.7 GeV/c 2 , or a single well-reconstructed muon. The second stage of the software trigger applies a full event reconstruction, and requires at least one of the following two conditions to be fulfilled: either two opposite-sign muons must form a good-quality vertex that is well separated from all of the primary vertices and must have an invariant mass within 120 MeV/c 2 of the known J/ψ mass [19] , or an algorithm using a boosted decision tree must identify a two-or three-track vertex that is well separated from all of the primary vertices and includes a muon among the constituent tracks. The same trigger requirements are used to select both B In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia 6 [20] with a specific LHCb configuration [21] , or, for the hard process gg → B + c + b + c that is the dominant source of B + c mesons, using the dedicated generator Bcvegpy [22, 23] . Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [24] , in which final-state radiation is generated using Photos [25] . The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [26] as described in Ref. [27] . [19] . The impact parameter χ 2 , χ 2 IP , which is defined as the difference in the vertex fit χ 2 of the PV with and without the particle under consideration, is required to be less than 16 for the B + c candidates.
Event selection
A multivariate classifier using a boosted decision tree (BDT) [28] is constructed to further suppress the combinatorial background. The kinematic variables used as inputs to the BDT are chosen to discriminate between signal and background. The twelve variables chosen are: the χ + signal yield and is estimated to be (N tot − N comb )/(1 + 1/(r eff R K/π )), where the value of R K/π is taken from the previous LHCb measurement [16] , N comb is the number of combinatorial background events in the signal region extrapolated from the upper sideband, and r eff represents the ratio of the numbers of B 
Signal yields and efficiency correction
The measurement is made by evaluating
where N (B The signal mass distribution of B + c → J/ψ h + is described by the sum of two doublesided Crystal Ball (F DSCB ) functions consisting of a Gaussian core and power law tails on both sides,
where
is the invariant mass of the µ + µ − h + combination with the mass of the µ + µ − pair constrained to the known J/ψ mass. In the simultaneous fit, the Gaussian mean and the core mass resolution σ 1 of F DSCB 1 are allowed to vary, and set to be the same for both the B The combinatorial background for each decay mode is modelled by an exponential distribution. Background arising from misidentified B + c → J/ψh + decays is described by a DSCB function, with shape and mass offset relative to the signal peak derived from simulation for each mode separately. The invariant mass distribution of the partially reconstructed background is taken to be an ARGUS function [29] convolved with a Gaussian resolution function. The mean and the width parameters of the resolution function are set to be zero and ασ The ratio of branching fractions R K/π is obtained by correcting the yield ratio with the relative efficiency, as shown in Eq. 1. The total efficiencies include contributions from the LHCb detector acceptance and from selection, trigger and particle identification requirements. The selection and trigger efficiencies are calculated from simulated samples. The simulated events are weighted to account for differences from data in the track multiplicity distribution. It has been checked that after this weighting, the distributions of the variables used as inputs to the BDT are similar in data and simulation. The particle identification efficiencies for hadrons are evaluated from simulation calibrated with a control sample of
The efficiency ratio is determined to be (B 
Systematic uncertainties
Since the running conditions changed between 7 TeV and 8 TeV, the systematic uncertainties on R K/π are determined separately for the two samples. Table 1 summarises the relative systematic uncertainties associated with the mass fit and efficiency estimates that affect the ratio of branching fractions. The sources of these uncertainties are discussed below. Each of the systematic uncertainties associated with the mass fit is studied by generating an ensemble of pseudoexperiments according to the nominal model described above and fitting them with an alternative model. The difference in the mean values of R K/π obtained is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
Changing the signal model from the sum of two DSCB functions to a single DSCB function leads to relative systematic uncertainties of 0.5% and 0.8% for the 7 TeV and 8 TeV data, respectively. Using a third-order polynomial in place of an exponential function for the combinatorial background changes the mean values of R K/π by 1.1% and 0.5% for the two samples.
In the nominal fit, the partially reconstructed background is neglected for B + c → J/ψ K + decays for reasons of fit stability. The associated systematic uncertainties are estimated by including such a component in the same way as was done for B + c → J/ψ π + decays, and are found to be 3.3% and 3.2% for the 7 and 8 TeV data, respectively. Using the sum of two DSCB functions instead of a single DSCB function for the misidentification background events changes the mean values of R K/π by 0.2% and 0.0% for the two samples.
The selection and trigger efficiencies are calculated with simulated samples. Systematic effects on the efficiency evaluation due to differences between data and simulation in the distributions of variables such as muon momentum and B + c decay time are investigated. Such effects are found to cancel in the efficiency ratio and thus have negligible impact on R K/π .
The kaon and pion identification efficiencies are measured as functions of momentum and pseudorapidity with a control sample of
+ decays, and represented by two-dimensional histograms. When the histogram binning is varied, the largest changes in the efficiency ratio seen are 0.2% and 0.1% for the 7 TeV and 8 TeV samples, and these values are assigned as the corresponding relative systematic uncertainties.
The simulation accounts for the different interaction cross-sections of pions and kaons with matter. However, if the amount of material in the detector is not modelled correctly, this would alter the efficiency ratio. A systematic uncertainty of 0.3% associated with this effect is assigned for both 7 TeV and 8 TeV samples. Adding all of the above contributions in quadrature, the total relative systematic uncertainties on R K/π are 3.5% and 3.4% for the 7 TeV and 8 TeV results. 6 Results and summary
Using the yield and efficiency ratios, the ratio of branching fractions of B This is consistent with the previous LHCb measurement R K/π = 0.069 ± 0.019 ± 0.005 [16] , which was based on the 7 TeV data alone. The uncertainties are significantly reduced due to both the increased sample size and the improved event selection. The result supersedes the previous measurement [16] and agrees with the theoretical predictions in Refs. [1, 5-7, 10, 12-15] , but disfavours that based on QCD sum rules [11] . 
